Stereoselective discrimination and quantification of arginine and N-blocked arginine enantiomers by formation and dissociation of calcium-mediated diastereomeric trimer complexes with a chiral reference compound using electrospray ionization-ion trap tandem mass spectrometry.
Chiral resolution of arginine (Arg) and Arg derivatives is demonstrated using electrospray ionization-tandem mass spectrometry (ESI-MS). Calcium ion (Ca(II))-mediated trimeric clusters are generated, which incorporate the analyte of interest and an enantiomerically pure reference molecule of similar metal ion affinity. Two methods, one based on the measurement of a competitive-dissociation-based branching ratio (R(chir)) by the kinetic method (KM) and one based on the measurement of a chiral recognition ratio (CR) by a similar method, are compared. Incorporating N-blocked Arg derivatives (Z-Arg and Boc-Arg) as chiral references provides chiral resolution greater than that previously reported for Arg enantiomers. In a reciprocal manner, pure Arg enantiomers can be used as references for discriminating enantiomers of these N-blocked Arg derivatives. Condensed-phase and gas-phase Ca(II) ion affinity relative to Arg is also addressed qualitatively for other acidic, basic, and neutral amino acids. In some cases, when only one offspring ion is observed (insufficient for KM analysis), the CR method can be applied as an alternative to obtain a measurable stereoselectivity value for the system. The results of these experiments demonstrate the applicability of, and the difference between, the KM and the CR method for improved quantitative analysis of enantiomeric excess for Arg.